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Creating a land bridge
Rather than rely on the often-used steel truss bridge with

the invisible river below to cross the hallway, I opted for a
land bridge – simply a section of scenicked layout.

I built the base from a piece of 1" x 6" with a tongue on
one end that’s inserted into the hole in the wall. I reinforced
the tongue with a metal plate on the bottom. Track connec-
tions between the main layout in the living room and the
land bridge are made with short pieces of flextrack with slid-
ing track joiners, similar to the way modular layout sections
are connected.

I painted the Homasote roadbed on all sides prior to
securing it to the subroadbed. This seals the Homasote and
prevents warping. The extruded styrofoam hills are covered
with a double skin of plaster gauze for surface strength. After
I laid and painted the Peco flextrack and turnouts, I added
ballast, ground cover, and trees.

I disguised the holes in the walls with a blasted rock tunnel
portal on one side and a snowshed on the other. I installed a
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The layout at a glance

Name: Harlowton extension
Scale: N (1:160)
Size: 1 x 8 feet
Prototype: North Montana branch of

the Milwaukee Road’s Rocky
Mountain Division

Locale: central Montana
Era: late 1950s
Style: shelf, portable
Benchwork: solid wood (hallway connector);

open grid (city scene)
Roadbed: 1⁄2" Homasote
Track: Peco flextrack
Turnout minimums: no. 4 in yard; no. 6 on main
Scenery construction: plaster cloth over

foam board
Backdrop: acrylics painted on hardboard
Control: cab control

Above left: Dan uses an electrical-outlet cover to hide the hole in the
wall when the layout is not in operation.
Above right: Here’s what’s on the other side of the hole in the wall:
the permanent part of the author’s layout. The removable snowshed
disguises the hole in the wall.

This panoramic view of the north end of Harlowton shows the structure clusters
Dan used to hold viewers’ attention and create the illusion of depth.
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